Attorneys

For more than 140 years, we have earned recognition as one of the foremost law firms in the Pacific Northwest. Many of our attorneys are nationally recognized leaders in their fields and some are regarded as among the nation’s brightest legal minds. They are active in legislative committees, bar and trade associations, and similar organizations where they play key roles in formulating proposed laws.

Lane Powell is known for shaping the law.

• In the nation’s courts and legislative bodies from the local to the federal level, our attorneys influence statutes and judicial rulings that govern the people of American society.
• Emerging areas of law — sustainability, climate change, corporate responsibility — are important at Lane Powell, and our attorneys are active in defining how those laws will operate.

Yet we are also known as a close and friendly law firm. Our culture is based on mutual respect both within our walls and in the communities in which we reside. We take pride in being strongly rooted in the Pacific Northwest and have played a key role in forming, preserving and advancing this region. Community involvement and pro bono work are encouraged.

Lane Powell offers attorneys and shareholders competitive benefits, positive energy, and the opportunity for exciting career growth and an exceptional quality of life.

Disclaimer: Legal search firms / consultants that wish to present candidates to Lane Powell must do so through the attorney recruiting contacts listed on this page and will be expected to sign our law firm’s fee agreement before we interview their candidates. Search firms / consultants that do not introduce a candidate through the attorney recruiting contacts will not be recognized by Lane Powell for purposes of "ownership" of the candidate. If you have a candidate who does not fit a listed opening but you wish to approach us about that person, the candidate’s identity should not be released until approval has been given by the attorney recruiting contacts. Your search firm will not be entitled to receive any compensation as a result of a decision by Lane Powell to offer employment to any such candidate unless our fee agreement is in place between our law firm and your search firm. Lane Powell will notify the search firms / consultants should an accepted candidate referral be shown to have made direct contact with our firm or has been referred by other sources, prior to the search firm /consultant submission. For more information or to submit a candidate, please connect with Len Roden.

Contact(s)
Len Roden | Seattle
D 206.223.6123
rodenl@lanepowell.com